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1 Libraries for time series
Organizing time series data is one of the most common tasks confronting users of financial data. A time
series is an ordered series of observations indexed by a date. If there are multiple observations on a date,
will also use the time of observation as well as the date. There are a number of operations typically involved
when dealing with time series:

• Aligning on date - Two or more time series, pick only those dates where have observations of all, and
place the observations on the same place in each time series

• Changing frequency - E.g. from daily to monthly. Issue: Monthly average or last observation?

• Lead - Lag operations

• ...

Since these are common observations, they belong in a library.
So, good part of R: Of course there is a library.
But, bad part of R: There are lots of different libraries, not always compatible.
Here are some of the more common libraries (There are many others).

• Most basic: ts, part of standard R. can only hold data at given frequencies (monthly, quarterly,
annual)

• Most common library: zoo: Indexing by date. Special case when having regular (fixed frequency)
observations: zooreg

• Integrate various time series libraries, try to make interoperable: xts. Very good for picking subperiods.

Recommendation: Most people using finance data will find the investment of learning to use the xts
package is wortwhile. In the following, the examples will usually be shown using this package.

2 Inputting data
First, need to get the data into the chosen time series class. The typical way is to read the data from a
file, such as a csv file. There are routines for reading other file types, such as excel files, but the simplest is
always to keep the data in csv type files.

Will illustrate some usage using a time series of annual stock prices for the Norwegian company Akers
Mekaniske Verksted from 1910 to 1915.

30 12 1910 500
22 12 1911 690
20 12 1912 750
31 12 1913 805
31 12 1914 640
31 12 1915 760

The data is input from a file aker.txt:
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Date Price
30.12.1910 500
22.12.1911 690
20.12.1912 750
31.12.1913 805
31.12.1914 640
31.12.1915 760

Using the standard time series package ts, read the file and then convert the observations to ts time
series by specifying the data, the starting point (1910) and the frequency (annual=1):

> data <- read.table("aker.txt",header=TRUE)
> aker <- ts(data$Price,frequency=1,start=1910)
> print(aker)
Time Series:
Start = 1910
End = 1915
Frequency = 1
[1] 500 690 750 805 640 760

To read the data into a zoo object, use the read.zoo routine. You need to specify the format of the date
variable using the format= specification.

> library(zoo)
> akerZ <- read.zoo("aker.txt",format="%d.%m.%Y",header=TRUE)
> akerZ
1910-12-30 1911-12-22 1912-12-20 1913-12-31 1914-12-31 1915-12-31

500 690 750 805 640 760

Getting an xts object is typically done by converting another time series, such as for example zoo.

> library(xts)
> akerX <- as.xts(akerZ)
> print(akerX)

[,1]
1910-12-30 500
1911-12-22 690
1912-12-20 750
1913-12-31 805
1914-12-31 640
1915-12-31 760

3 Plotting
Generating nice pictures of the time series a prime use of the time series libraries. We illustrate the default
plots for the various time series packages for the Aker data just read in.

> plot(aker,main="Aker Mek Verksted",ylab="Price",xlab="Year");

Results in the following plot:
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Let us do the same in zoo:

> plot(akerZ,main="Aker Mek Verksted",ylab="Price");

and plotting when the time series is xts

> plot(akerX,main="Aker Mek Verksted",ylab="Price");
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An aside on plotting. There is an alternative that bypasses the need for a time series class if the only
purpose is generating a plot. The plotting library ggplot2 allows for dates as the x axis. This library
produces very aestically pleasing plots, which some people may prefer.

library("ggplot2")
data <- read.table("aker.txt",header=TRUE)
data$Date=as.Date(data$Date,format="%d.%m.%Y")
ggplot(data=data,

mapping=aes(x=data$Date, y=data$Price)) +
geom_line() +
geom_point() + # both line and points in the picture
theme_gray() +
labs(x="Date",y="Price")

ggsave("aker_line_and_point.png",width=100,height=50,units="mm")

But when you need to do other operations on the time series as well, it is simpler to stick to the plotting
routines that uses those libraries.
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4 Getting time series from the internet
An alternative to reading data from files is to get it directly from the web. R has various interfaces that
pulls data from various web services. We will concentrate on the example best known for finance, the service
included in the quantmod library that pulls data from among others

• Yahoo finance (historical stock prices, etc)

• FRED (The St Louis Fed’s database of macroeconomic data series)

Suppose you want to get the history of exchange rate between Norwegian crowns and the US dollar
(NOK/USD). You need to look up the code for this particular data series at the FRED data base (DEX-
NOUS). Getting the time series is then a simple matter of:

> library("quantmod")
> NOK_USD <- getSymbols("DEXNOUS",
+ src="FRED",
+ auto.assign=FALSE,
+ )

To see what this just returned, look at the first few observations, and summarize the data:

> head(NOK_USD)
DEXNOUS

1971-01-04 7.1359
1971-01-05 7.1422
1971-01-06 7.1367
1971-01-07 7.1386
1971-01-08 7.1382
1971-01-11 7.1390
> summary(NOK_USD)
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Index DEXNOUS
Min. :1971-01-04 Min. : 4.659
1st Qu.:1983-05-31 1st Qu.: 5.872
Median :1995-10-25 Median : 6.613
Mean :1995-10-25 Mean : 6.769
3rd Qu.:2008-03-20 3rd Qu.: 7.508
Max. :2020-08-14 Max. :11.684

NA’s :496

As it turns out, FRED has data for the NOK/USD exchange rate back to the beginning of 1971. Also note
that there are quite a few missing observations, which is typically gotten rid of as follows:

NOK_USD <- na.omit(NOK_USD)

Plotting the time series

> png("NOK_USD_from_1971.png",width=800,height=400)
> plot(NOK_USD)
> dev.off()

produces

5 Changing frequency, aligning
5.1 Changing frequency
Once we have a time series, there are common operations. A very common one is to change frequency, for
example from daily to monthly observations.

Let us return to the example where we downloaded (from FRED) daily exchange rates. In the xts library
there is a very useful function (endpoints) finding the indices of the last observation each year, quarter,
month. . . .
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> annual_NOK_USD <- NOK_USD[endpoints(NOK_USD,on="year"),]
> head(annual_NOK_USD)

NOK_USD
1971-12-31 6.7069
1972-12-29 6.6412
1973-12-31 5.7307
1974-12-31 5.2165
1975-12-31 5.5835
1976-12-31 5.1653

Similarly, suppose we want monthly data

> monthly_NOK_USD <- NOK_USD[endpoints(NOK_USD,on="month"),]
> head(monthly_NOK_USD)

NOK_USD
1971-01-29 7.1445
1971-02-26 7.1420
1971-03-31 7.1314
1971-04-30 7.1312
1971-05-28 7.1115
1971-06-30 7.1048

A warning: the index of the time series is still the day of the month with the last observation, which may
give problems when one puts several time series together, not all of which may be observed at the same last
date each month. A useful trick is therefore to convert the index from a date to the yearmon type, which
only uses the month and the year.

> index(monthly_NOK_USD) <- as.yearmon(index(monthly_NOK_USD))
> head(monthly_NOK_USD)

NOK_USD
Jan 1971 7.1445
Feb 1971 7.1420
Mar 1971 7.1314
Apr 1971 7.1312
May 1971 7.1115
Jun 1971 7.1048

There is similarly a yearqtr type to facilitate working with quarterly observations, which only contains the
quarter and the year.

5.2 Aligning the series
An examle of aligning time series. In addition to the NOK/USD time series, download the JPY/USD time
series from FRED. Convert the series to quarterly observations, and align the two series:

> quarterly_NOK_USD <- NOK_USD[endpoints(NOK_USD,on="quarter"),]
> index(quarterly_NOK_USD) <- as.yearqtr(index(quarterly_NOK_USD))
> quarterly_JPY_USD <- JPY_USD[endpoints(JPY_USD,on="quarter"),]
> index(quarterly_JPY_USD) <- as.yearqtr(index(quarterly_JPY_USD))
> ex <- merge(quarterly_NOK_USD,quarterly_JPY_USD)
> head(ex)

NOK_USD JPY_USD
1971 Q1 7.1314 357.42
1971 Q2 7.1048 357.40
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1971 Q3 6.8672 335.35
1971 Q4 6.7069 315.01
1972 Q1 6.6007 304.32
1972 Q2 6.5147 300.93

Aligning uses the merge function. The above version includes all dates in one of the two series. To only
include dates present in both series (take the intersection), include the keyword: all=FALSE in the merge()
command.
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